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 C++-CLI Application uses an unmanaged DLL, try to use /help-setenv.exe". EasyOffice Development Environment Rating 5
stars, based on 773 comments Posted on 08/11/2013 I am trying to make a C++ application which uses EasyOffice for its

document writing. I am trying to use their DLLs to access their api's for searching and so on. When i try to open the DLLs from
within the C++ app, I get an error message saying that the file does not exist. I have tried downloading and installing the Office

2013 SDK and building the DLLs again, but i keep getting the same error. The file path is correct as can be seen in the error
messages. I have also tried using the link and download the MD5 value and comparing them. However, i have not found a

difference between the two versions of the DLL. Can someone please help me in resolving this? Problem solved. I checked the
problem and found that i had not downloaded the MD5 value. After downloading it, the DLLs are opening correctly. Thank you.
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Happy Hacking!! Posted on 06/03/2013 I checked the problem and found that i had not downloaded the MD5 value. After
downloading it, the DLLs are opening correctly. Thank you.Q: Google App Engine: cant deploy the service I've just tried to

deploy my first Google App Engine service using Eclipse, after adding the API key for the project. After pressing F5, I get this
error: Application: path=/index.html Path: /index.html Status: 503 Internal Server Error Headers: { "Content-Type": "text/html;
charset=UTF-8", "Content-Length": "159", Expires: "Thu, 19 Nov 1981 08:52:00 GMT", Server: "GFE/2.0", Date: "Sun, 09 Jan

2012 22:20:43 GMT", "Cache-Control": "private", X-AppEngine-API-Version: "1" } These are all 82157476af
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